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Young performer shines in Mustard Seed's 'Kinderstransport'

By Judith Newmark St. Louis Post-Dispatch  Aug 23, 2016

Three of St. Louis’ top actresses — Kelley Weber, Michelle Hand and Kirsten De Broux — weave

a potent dramatic spell in “Kindertransport,” the drama that opens the Mustard Seed Theatre

season.

As Faith (Katy Keating, right) rages at Evelyn (Michelle Hand, left), Lil (Kirsten De Broux) tries to control a family out of control in
"Kindertransport" at Mustard Seed Theatre. Photo by John Lamb
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There’s more strong work from Katy Keating, of the young companies ERA and Poor Monsters,

and from Brian J. Rolf, a grad student at Fontbonne, in a series of keen little cameos.

In that company — and with a smart director like Deanna Jent to guide the whole cast through

deep emotional waters — who could predict that the laurels would go to Hannah Ryan, a rising

senior at Clayton High?

Weber’s real-life daughter, Ryan has performed here with many companies, including an

impressive 2009 turn at the Repertory Theatre of St. Louis as Helen Keller in “The Miracle

Worker.” Playing Eva, a German-Jewish girl whose life is completely upended by World War II,

Ryan ages from 9 to 17. She handles those transitions — enormous for anyone but incalculably

intensi�ed for Eva — with unfailing conviction.

As a child in a bookish household who, appropriately enough, wants only to count on her

mother (Weber), Ryan is all cuddles and pouts, delighting in sweets but quick to tears. As a

teenager who has adapted to a new life and new family in England, she’s con�dent, a touch

manipulative and determined to set her own course. From her thrown-back shoulders to her

Manchester accent, Ryan delineates a teenager this “little Eva” never expected to become.

Perhaps she never did entirely become her. The same character, now called Evelyn, is

portrayed by Michelle Hand as a divorcee with a college-age daughter of her own, Faith

(Keating). They drive each other nuts, hardly unique. But their relationship seems a little more

intense — especially when Faith, in a burst of fury, attacks Evelyn savagely.

Evelyn — an obsessive housekeeper who can’t ride a train without an anxiety attack — has

never come to terms with the split down the middle of her life. The Jewish German child, now a

Christian Englishwoman, was saved from the Nazis by the Kindertransport, a generous British

program. It brought some 10,000 Jewish children to safe foster homes.
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Eva is assigned to an exceptionally kind one. Her foster mother, Lil (Kirsten De Broux, who can

turn on a dime from a young matron into Faith’s shrewd Gran), wants to be good to her. She

helps her learn English; she’s initially a�ectionate and ultimately loving.

But when Eva wants to help her parents �ee to England, Lil, knowing every course is exhausted,

suggests going to church to pray for them. She means it in the sweetest way possible. But wide-

eyed Eva, caught o� guard, lets us in on her dawning realization: She can’t be herself anymore.

Jent draws rich performances from the whole cast. Each of the women is given to well-placed

pauses, as if she must draw on emotional resources deep inside. It’s a good thing, too, because

they won’t get much help from Samuels’ contrived script.

Though it cuts back and forth in time, “Kindertransport” is strongest in the scenes when Eva is

youngest — clinging to her mother, desperately looking to Lil for reassurance, trying to appease

a Nazi who frightens her on the train to Holland.

But by the time she turns her attention to Evelyn’s adult life, Samuels settles for a Day of

Reckoning play. In Evelyn’s English attic (a cheap allusion to Anne Frank), old papers and photos

are discovered. This means hidden truths must come out — all at once.

Day of Reckoning plays lack their own authentic emotional lives. Instead, the writer is a kind of

god, forcing her puppets into arti�cial circumstances and dialogue that arise not from their

characters but from circumstances that come out of nowhere.

Just because “Kindertransport” deals with a serious, important subject, that doesn’t make it a

serious, important play. It just confuses good intentions with good theater. This �ne cast

deserves better.
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Judith Newmark
Judith Newmark is the theater critic for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

'Kindertransport'
When • Through Sept. 4

Where • Fontbonne University's Fine Arts Theatre, 6800 Wydown Boulevard

How much • $30-$35; at Thursday shows, audience members can pay with canned goods, or whatever they
can a�ord

More info • 314-719-8060; mustardseedtheatre.com 
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